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Buff Beauty roses 
(below) scale one of  
the Shoups’ buildings, 
while other old garden 
varieties (right) show  
off their glorious colors. 
Jean and Mike Shoup  
(far right) have been 
collecting roses for  
more than 30 years.
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Jean and Mike Shoup 
recall the day more 
than 30 years ago  
when their obsession 
with antique roses  

first bloomed. Mike was with  
a colleague, driving a country 
road in central Texas, when  
a stunning display caught his 
attention. Long-forgotten roses 
had burst into a colorful carpet 
woven into a derelict chain-link 
fence. Mike was captivated by 
their beauty and later described 
the vibrant scene to Jean.

“The roses were not only 
surviving, but performing 
spectacularly in a completely 
neglected setting,” Mike says.  
“My first thought was that there 
must be a landscape niche for 
such a specimen.”

Today they remember the 
crew’s efforts to rustle those 
abandoned roses. Since then, 
they’ve worked hard to rescue 
countless other resilient varieties 
from cemeteries, roadsides and 
vacant properties, all for the sake 
of preservation. Mike identified 

This hardworking couple gives old garden  
varieties a chance to flourish. BY ANN N. YUNGMEYER  

most of them as old garden roses 
from earlier times, no longer 
commercially available. 

The Shoups’ collection of 
survivor roses soon became the 
foundation of the Antique Rose 
Emporium, established in 1984. 
The 8-acre property, located near 
Brenham, Texas, includes a mail-
order business, garden center, 
and display gardens showcasing 
dozens of heirloom roses in 
various settings. 

Jean works hard coordinating 
and preparing the gardens for the 
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The Shoups’ Fave Four
Pick one of these old-fashioned rose varieties to brighten  

up your garden. Each offers its own advantages: 

20 to 30 weddings that take place 
on the grounds each year, while 
Mike is the horticulturalist and 
master gardener.

The roses the Shoups care for 
are not the modern, fussy hybrids 
that are hard to grow. Emporium 
varieties are revered for their 
timeless charm and versatility. 

Visitors to the Antique Rose 
Emporium get a quick history 
lesson, learning that many of the 
old roses we see today originate 
from late 18th- and early 19th-
century Asian and European 
gardens—and that they were 
offspring plants or cuttings that 
likely migrated west with early 
American settlers. Some rose 
species have since been cross-
pollinated by nature as well as 
humans, bringing about entirely 
new varieties. Emporium roses 
are reproduced with cuttings, 
making them essentially clones 
of the original plant. 

The cottage-style gardens  
at the Antique Rose Emporium 
vividly demonstrate how roses 
can coexist with other plants; 
here, they are planted alongside 
herbs, perennials, annuals and 
native shrubs. These roses can 
also be happily juxtaposed with 
evergreens or clustered together 
for a gorgeous tapestry of color.

Peggy Martin 
roses are known 
for being vigorous 
climbers.

hardy with shiny foliage 
and creamy blooms

a steady bloomer; great  
for a hedge or border

powerfully fragrant with 
lush cabbage blooms

fragrant; delicate climber 
with ivory blooms

“Their greatest attribute is 
diversity,” Mike says, referring  
to the heirloom varieties. “Each 
has personality—some exhibit 
dripping qualities ideal for an 
arbor, and others will thrive in 
patio containers. They should  
be a functional attribute to the 
landscape, incorporated with 

other plants to embellish the 
architecture of a home, soften  
a line or add pizzazz.

“Old roses bring a lot of value 
without becoming a maintenance 
burden,” Mike adds. “Though 
intended as part of the overall 
garden setting, they have the 
moxie to become the stars.” n


